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Stellenbosch, South Africa

TASTING NOTES: This vibrant wine displays a brilliant straw color, with a 
green tinge.  It starts with expressive tropical fruit aromas, ranging from melon, 
passion fruit and pear, to fresh lime.  On the well-structured palate, the fruit mixes 
with refreshing acidity that is prominent through the wine’s long, satisfying finish. 

VITICULTURE: Heavy rainfall in 2021 made for an ample water supply to the 
vines. Cooler conditions through the spring and early summer were very favorable 
and resulted in clow, even and gradual ripening with good flavor concentration on 
the grapes. Warm, dry weather through the peak growing season increased the 
ripening tempo and resulted in smaller bunches with good intensity.

VINIFICATION: The grapes were handpicked, crushed and some lots given 
overnight skin contact.  The juice was cold settled to a brilliant clarity and 
inoculated with selected yeast strains that are well- known for producing fruity 
wines. Fermentation temperature are kept between 12-14°C to ensure a slow 
fermentation and optimal fruit flavor production.  After vinification, the wine is 
bottled and ready for consumption.

INTERESTING FACT: Simonsig Chenin Blanc was the first wine released by 
founder Frans Malan in 1968. 

FAMILY: Named after the majestic views of the Simonsberg Mountain, 
Simonsig Wine Estate is situated in the famous Stellenbosch wine region just east 
of Cape Town. Founded in 1971 on true Cape hospitality and strong family values, 
Simonsig is now helmed by the 3rd generation of the Malan family. The late Frans 
Malan, a pioneer of the South African wine industry and superior wine 
craftsperson, cemented the estate’s legacy in South African wine history. He 
produced the first bottle of the much-loved, groundbreaking Kaapse Vonkel 
sparkling wine, South Africaʼs first Méthode Cap Classique made in the traditional 
method. He is also honored for co-founding the thriving Stellenbosch Wine Route, 
the first of its kind in the country. Today, his wine heritage lives on through his 
sons, Francois and Johan, and his grandchildren, Francois-Jacques, Christelle and 
Michael.

PRODUCER: Simonsig

REGION: Stellenbosch, South Africa

GRAPE(S): 100% Chenin Blanc

SKU: SMCB227

ALCOHOL: 13.6%

TOTAL ACIDITY: 6.75 G/L

RESIDUAL SUGAR: 2.14 G/L 

pH: 3.27
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